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David Myers has done something incredible: written a near perfect textbook that can be used both
at the AP and university level. Obsessively up to date, and an occasional quip so you can have a
laugh. The book is balanced with physiological explanations as well as some representative
behavioral treatments. The text is now a standard for beginning level psychology.

I used an older edition of this text book when I was a sophomore in high school for my AP
Psychology course. The text book was interesting, and was very consise and easy to read. My
teachers weren't the best, but with this textbook I was able to score an easy 5 on the exam (I almost
laughed during the exam because it seemed too easy).The only bad thing I have to say about this
textbook is that the binding isn't that strong. It would be great for a one use occassion, but because
my school used these for a few years, it didn't take much to put all of the "Myers in Modules" books

into pieces.Overall, it's a great textbook, and I highly recommend it for anybody who is taking an
introductory psychology course, the AP Psychology course, or anybody who is interested in
psychology!

As I high school student, I was very interested in the concepts of how the human mind develops and
works. With no prior background to psychology, I was pleasantly surprised on how David G
Myersâ€™ 8th edition of his book, Psychology, made it extremely simple to understand the
otherwise difficult topics of the human development and mental processes. As a newbie, I did not
know the simplest concepts of psychology like cognitive, behaviorism, or psychoanalysis, which are
very heavy words. This psychology textbook helped me define and completely understand these
heavy topics by defining and explaining each of them clearly. This textbook is divided by very
specific modules. Each module would have subtopics that would go into further detail. I like this
format because each topic was compartmentalized and was defined and then explained further
through the other subtopics. Myers would give real life situations and examples to explain each topic
of psychology. The flow and writing style of Myers was amazing. It was like he was right there in
front of me, talking to me one on one. I remember a subtopic talking about the way the brainâ€™s
neurons fire to effector neurons in order for humans to respond to certain stimuli. Myers connected
this concept with LeBron James, a professional basketball player from the NBA. He states that
LeBronâ€™s muscle memory and the fact that he practices hours and hours every week play a role
on how accurately rise up and pull up for a jumpshot. This style of writing of applying the topic to
different real-world applications make this textbook a book that anyone could understand and learn
from.Ultimately, I highly recommend this textbook not only to students of psychology, but even those
who are just interested in the topics and want to learn more.

My Professor specifically requested this book and I'm very glad he did. It was one of the cheapest
8th edition of psychology in modules around. Even though there were other values starting from
$0.01, I got this book for around $9 to $10. I preferred receiving a book faster through prime.

It was in good condition, great condition. But there is a big bright yellow sticker on the front! It makes
it look awful. Still buy but a yellow sticker on the front with in sharpie says ignore isn't the best book I
could have paid for.

This is an awesome book! It was written in "plain english" for better understanding. Explains in detail

psychological words or defenitions. Uses every day analogue and different contexts to describe
somethings importance or meaning. Great Book! Also, Bolds or italicizes all important info!

Excellent study guide. Explanations simplify text especially for student with no previous psychology
background. Many exercises to help prepare for AP exam. Arrived quickly & in excellent condition.
A+ on this transaction.

I thought i was going to get an ugly book but the book was i great shape and it was delivered on
time and i have no complaints.
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